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Background: The mechanism responsible for the FLASH effect remains
undetermined yet critical to the clinical translation of FLASH radiotherapy. The
potential role of intertrack interactions in the FLASH effect, arising from the high
spatio-temporal concentrations of particle tracks at UHDRs, has been widely
discussed but its influence is unknown.

Methods:We construct an analytical model of the distribution, diffusive evolution,
and chemical interaction of particle tracks in an irradiated target. We fit parameters
of the model to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of electron tracks, and include the
effects of scavenging capacities of different target media. We compare the
model’s predictions to MC simulations of many interacting electron tracks, and
use the comparison to predict the prevalence of intertrack interactions in the
parameter spacewhere the FLASH effect is observed in vivo, andwhere differential
reactive species (RS) yields have been observed in aqua.

Results: MC simulations of interacting electron tracks demonstrate negligible
changes in RS yields at 12 Gy both in oxygenated water and in cellular scavenging
conditions, but significant changes at 58 Gy in oxygenated water. The model fits
well to the simulation data, and predicts that pulse doses >90Gy delivered in
0.5 μs would be necessary for intertrack interactions to affect RS yields in cellular
scavenging conditions, and > 13Gy in 0.5 μs for water at 4%O2. Themodel defines
optimal beam parameters (e.g., dose, pulse width, LET) to maximize intertrack
interactions, and indicates that decreasing the pulse width of electron pulses
further below ≈0.5 μs has no effect on intertrack interactions.

Conclusion: The results of the MC simulations indicate that intertrack interactions
do not play a role in the parameters space where the FLASH effect is observed.
However, potentially critical limitations in the simulations performed provide the
possibility that intertrack interactions occur much more readily than predicted.
More accurate simulations, as well as experimental characterization of RS yields
across the pulse parameter space, are necessary to more confidently confirm or
deny the role of intertrack interactions in the FLASH effect.
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1 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed a surge in investigations into the
effects of high dose rate irradiation on tissue toxicity. Many in vitro
and in vivo studies have reported a “FLASH effect”, that is, normal
tissue sparing by irradiation at ultra-high dose rates (UHDRs,
> 40Gy/s) relative to conventional dose rates (CDRs, ≈0.01 Gy/s)
while maintaining equivalent tumor control probability [1–4].
UHDR FLASH radiation therapy holds the potential for
substantial improvements to clinical radiotherapy. Understanding
the mechanisms underlying the FLASH effect is paramount for
establishing the beam parameters needed to reproducibly and
optimally elicit the FLASH effect while avoiding potential side
effects.

The time scale of FLASH irradiations hints at the source of the
FLASH effect. Induction of the FLASH effect has been linked to a
decrease in the overall irradiation time to less than 0.5 s. Examining
the spatial and temporal separation of particle tracks for a typical
electron FLASH delivery1, direct physical interactions of individual
tracks, which take place in ps after irradiation and in a few nm
around each track, are probably unaffected. Biological responses,
although certainly subsequently affected by FLASH irradiation, are
also unlikely to be the direct source of the FLASH effect, as they
occur at much larger time scales (e.g., after ms for DNA repair [6]).
Chemical interactions though, which take place on the ns − ms and
μm scales, could be sensitive to this change in beam parameters. This
hypothesis is supported by a long history of experiments
demonstrating a dose rate dependence of chemical radiolysis
yields in water in this parameter space [7]. However, the effect of
the cellular chemical environment on these reactions as opposed to a
pure water environment must not be neglected [7].

Many potential chemical mechanisms of normal tissue sparing
at UHDR have since been proposed, mostly pertaining to the
modified reaction kinetics of radiolytic reactive species between
CDRs and UHDRs [8–18]. Theoretical models and experimental
data have been presented to both support and refute these
mechanisms, although no proposed mechanism has been proven
valid to date [19, 20].

From a chemical perspective, irradiation of a biological target
comprises the spatially and temporally separated arrival of multiple
particle tracks, each consisting of a trail of radiolytic reactive species
(RS) (Figure 1). The RS of a track diffuse and interact with each other
and their immediate environment (e.g., water, dissolved oxygen,
cellular antioxidants, cellular macromolecules), resulting in the
simultaneous spatial expansion and concentration decay of the
track (Figure 2). Traditionally, at CDRs, each track is assumed to
evolve independently of other tracks; i.e., the chemical influence of
the track on its immediate environment does not affect that of any

other tracks as their arrivals are greatly separated by time. However,
at UHDRs, the temporal separation of tracks is substantially
reduced, and the assumption that individual tracks evolve
independently of each other breaks down [12, 22]. In this case,
the effect of one track on its immediate environment may indirectly
affect the dynamics of a following or neighboring track by, for
example, transient local oxygen depletion. Alternatively, the RS of
one track may directly interact with the RS of another track
(intertrack interaction). In either case, the resulting chemical
yields no longer depend solely on the deposited dose, but now
also depend on the dose rate.

Discussion of intertrack effects on high dose rate radiation
chemistry [23–25] began long before its more recent discussions
in the context of a FLASH mechanism [12, 22, 26–31]. The effect is
commonly investigated by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of varying
spatio-temporal distributions of particle tracks and their resulting
RS yields [22, 29, 31]. MC simulations suffer from high
computational load, often limiting the extent of the analyses to
short time scales (≤1 μs), which may neglect relevant interactions of
longer-lived RS, and to small spatial scales of only a few adjacent
tracks, neglecting the full 3D distribution of tracks and their
overlaps. MC simulations are also typically done in a pure water
medium, neglecting the chemical scavenging effects of the full
cellular environment.

Here, we seek to answer the question of to what extent intertrack
interactions occur in the parameter space where the FLASH effect is
observed. Our model addresses the shortcomings of the
aforementioned approaches by 1) taking an analytical approach,
thereby avoiding the computational burden of MC simulations and
2) incorporating the effects of the cellular chemical environment.
The spatio-temporal distribution, evolution, and interaction of
tracks are presented as a function of beam parameters, and the
implications of intertrack interactions on the radiation chemistry of
the irradiated target are discussed.

2 Methods

We began by developing a model that geometrically describes
the initial distributions of RS around tracks in an irradiated target,
their evolution, and their chemical interactions. We used MC
simulations of electron tracks for fitting certain parameters of
this model, and we used the completed model to predict the
influence of intertrack interactions in an irradiated target as a
function of beam parameters (e.g., dose, dose rate, linear energy
transfer [LET]) and the scavenging capacity of the target medium.
Finally, we compared the model’s predictions to MC simulations of
interacting tracks and to experimental data in aqua and in vivo
conditions.

2.1 Development of a model of track
interaction

2.1.1 Track definition
In this model, particle tracks are assumed to be perfectly straight

and homogeneous along the beam axis, and can thus be described in
the 2-dimensional plane orthogonal to the beam axis with the

1 For comparison, we examine an in vivo study by Montay-Gruel et al. in
which mice were exposed to a total of 10 Gy from a 100 Hz, 1.8 μs pulse-
width pulsed electron beam [5]. Induction of the FLASH effect was
observed when the beam parameters changed from roughly 50 0.2 Gy
pulses to 17 0.6 Gy pulses. From the dimensions of the target we can
estimate an average deposition of 1.28 nGy per primary electron. Within
each pulse, this corresponds to an increase of 6–19 electrons per μm−2 and
87 to 260 electrons per ps. The temporal spacing between pulses
remained constant at 10 ms.
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position vector �r � (x, y). We consider a system of N particle tracks
distributed across a target. The spatio-temporal distribution of the
RS of an arbitrary track at position ri

→ and arrival time ti is defined by

a probability density function (PDF) ci( �r, t). We do not differentiate
between different RS and instead describe the net dynamics of all RS
of the track together. The track diffuses, interacts with its

FIGURE 2
A small section of a simulated proton track in a 2μs side length purewater cube. The energy and LETof the protonwithin this volume are 1 MeV and 26 keV/
μm, respectively. At 10−15s, the individual ionization events of the primary proton (blue, hidden) and its secondary electrons (yellow) are shown. Reactive species
(red) createdby these ionization events are shownundergoing thermal diffusion at different timepoints (10−12s - 10−6s). The track is shifted spatially along the x-axis
for each time point for better visualization. The beam axis is the z-axis. Simulations were performed with TOPAS n-Bio [21].

FIGURE 1
Reactive species (red points) produced by 10 uniformly-randomly distributed 1 MeV electron tracks at 1 ps after passage of the primary electrons,
before any species diffusion processes are simulated. The electrons were set to impinge on a cylindrical simulation volumewith length and diameter both
at (A) 20 μmand (B) 1 mm. The beam axis is the z-axis. This energy was chosen owing to the high-energy limit of 1 MeV of the electron physics processes
in the simulation toolkit used, TOPAS n-Bio [21], but is nonetheless clinically relevant as higher energy electrons would have even straighter tracks.
The differences in straightness along each track at these different spatial scales is evident. For reference, the particle fluence depicted in (A) is
approximately 2.5 × 105 times lower than the expected particle fluence from 10 Gy in the whole brain irradiation study by Montay-Gruel et al. [5].
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environment, and potentially interacts with other tracks. Thus, the
evolution of a track is governed by a reaction-diffusion equation
comprising a radially symmetric diffusion term with diffusion
coefficient α, an environmental scavenging term with rate
constant ke, and a track-track interaction term with rate constant kr:

∂

∂t
ci �r, t( ) � α∇2ci �r, t( ) − keci �r, t( ) − kr ∑N

i,j

ci �r, t( )cj �r, t( ). (1)

Track-track interactions are assumed to have a net reductive effect
on the total number of RS, since they mostly comprise primary
radical combination into secondary molecules. The track-track
interaction term can be decomposed into an intratrack
interaction term (where i = j) and an intertrack interaction term
(where i ≠ j). Since the model follows track dynamics up till the point
at which intertrack interactions become significant, it is assumed
that intertrack interactions negligibly affect the evolution dynamics
of individual tracks up until that point. Thus, the intertrack
interaction term is neglected, and intertrack interaction is
quantified separately in Section 2.1.3.

The intratrack interaction term and the environmental
scavenging term, both of which contribute to a decline in the
number of RS in the track, are combined into one decay term
with effective decay constant ks. This is done in order to keep Eq. 1
linear and thus allow for an analytical solution. Thus, the simplified
diffusion-decay reaction defining individual tracks in this model is

∂

∂t
ci �r, t( ) � α∇2ci �r, t( ) − ksci �r, t( ). (2)

Setting c0 to be the initial total number of RS in the track, the
solution to this partial differential equation (see Supplementary
Appendix SA1) yields the PDF of an arbitrary track centered at
ri
→ for t > ti, a normal distribution about the arrival point of the track
that broadens and decays with time:

ci �r, t( ) � c0 · e
− | �r− �ri |2
4α t−ti+τ0( )−ks t−ti( )

4πα t − ti + τ0( ). (3)

Here, we applied a temporal shift parameter τ0, such that the track
has a finite width upon its arrival t = ti, which represents the spatial
variance along the primary particle’s path.

2.1.2 Track distribution
The beam is assumed to have a constant dose rate over the

exposure time T, and thus the PDF of the arrival time ti of the ith
track at time t is

Pt ti( ) �
1

min t, T( ) for 0≤ ti ≤min t, T( )
0 elsewhere.

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (4)

The expected total number of tracks on the target over time N(t)
can be expressed with the total energy deposited in the target E
and the average energy deposited per track Et for a target of
density ρ, depth z (measured along the beam axis), and cross-
sectional area A.

N t( ) � E

Et
· min t, T( )

T
(5)

� D · A · ρ · z
Et

· min t, T( )
T

(6)

� D · A · ρ
L

· min t, T( )
T

. (7)

The LET (L = Et/z) is introduced in the last step and will depend on
the radiation quality.

Assuming a spatially homogeneous beam across the target area
A, the expected number of tracks within any circular area of radius R
can be expressed as a fraction of the total number of tracks on the
target:

NR t( ) � N t( ) · πR
2

A
(8)

The PDF of the displacement s between one arbitrary track and any
other track within a radius R is given by the ratio between the area
element 2πs and the total area πR2:

Ps s( ) � 2s
R2
, s≤R. (9)

2.1.3 Track-track interaction
The quantification of track-track interaction is a critical

component of this model. A measure is needed that accounts for
the spatial variations of different tracks, and reflects a physical
quantity relevant to the radiation chemistry at hand. To this end,
first the interaction rate ω is first defined, which yields the rate of
change of the quantity of species at time t due to the interaction of
two tracks assuming second order reactions with reaction rate kr.

ω1,2 t( ) � ∫ kr · c1 �r, t( ) · c2 �r, t( ) dV (10)

� kr · c20 ·
e
− | �r1− �r2 |2
8α 2t−t1−t2+2τ0( )−ks 2t−t1−t2( )

8πα 2t − t1 − t2 + 2τ0( ). (11)

Different reaction rates will be specified for intertrack interactions
kr,inter and intratrack interaction kr,intra.

Integrating the interaction rate in Eq. 11 over time yields the
total track-track conversion I, which represents the net change in the
quantity of species due to the interaction over the relevant time
period:

I1,2 t( ) � ∫t

0
ω1,2 t′( ) dt′. (12)

I is the measure of interest in this model, as it represents an
empirically measurable quantity.

2.1.4 Intertrack interaction
The expected interaction rate of an arbitrary track a with all

neighboring tracks within an interaction volume of radius R can be
found by multiplying the number of tracks inside that interaction
volume NR by the expected interaction rate between one arbitrary
track and another within that volume:

∑
i

ωa,i t( ) � NR t( ) · 〈ω1,2 t( )〉, (13)

The total intertrack conversion of all tracks in the target volume
is then
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Iinter t( ) � N t( )
2

· ∫t

0
lim
R→∞

NR t′( ) · 〈ω1,2 t′( )〉 dt′, (14)

where R approaches infinity under the assumption that each track is
effectively within an infinite isotropic volume. The factor 1

2 ensures
that each intertrack interaction is not double-counted.

Evaluating this expression (see Supplementary Appendix SA2)
yields

Iinter t( ) �
limϵ→0

B

2
· t · ln

t

ϵ( ) − Γ 0, 2kst( ) + 2Γ 0, kst( ) + Γ 0, 2ksϵ( ) − 2Γ 0, ksϵ( )[ ] for t≤T

Iinter T( ) + B

2
· eksT − 1( )2

2ks
· e−2ksT − e−2ks t( ) for t>T,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(15)

where

B � N t( )2
A

· kr,inter
k2s

· c20 ·
1

min t, T( )( )2

, (16)

and Γ(s, x) is the incomplete upper gamma function given by

Γ s, x( ) � ∫∞

x
ts−1e−t dt. (17)

2.1.5 Intratrack interaction
The total intratrack conversion across the entire target volume is

simply a sum of each track’s self-interaction

Iintra t( ) � ∑N t( )

i

∫t

0
ωi,i t′( ) dt′. (18)

This expression can be simplified with a suitable approximation,
removing the need for tedious summation over all tracks. A
track’s outward diffusion means that the amount of intratrack
conversion of a single track asymptotically converges over time to
a maximum value. If the time it takes for the amount of
conversion to almost fully converge is negligible relative to the
total exposure time, the total intratrack conversion can be
approximated as a linear increase over the exposure time
towards the total maximum amount of intratrack conversion
of all tracks on the target.

Iintra t( ) ≈ N t( ) · ∫∞

0
ωi,i t( ) dt (19)

� N t( ) · ∫∞

0
kr,intra · c20 ·

e−2kst

8πα t + τ0( ) dt (20)

� N t( ) · kr,intra · c20 ·
e2ksτ0

8πα
· Γ 0, 2ksτ0( ). (21)

If the convergence time is long relative to the total exposure time,
this approximation will underestimate the amount of intratrack
interaction at short time scales, but will converge on the correct
value at longer time scales.

2.1.6 Quantifying the influence of intertrack
interaction

Although Iinter gives the absolute effect of intertrack interaction, we
were interested in quantifying its relative effect on the total ongoing
radiation chemistry, which normally consists of only intratrack
interactions. We therefore calculated the relative change that
intertrack interactions cause to the total radiation chemistry.

Φ t( ) � Iinter t( ) + Iintra t( )
Iintra t( ) − 1 (22)

� Iinter t( )
Iintra t( ). (23)

Φ(t) thus remains 0 until intertrack interactions begin to affect
the radiation chemistry; once Φ(t) has surpassed some critical
value Φc, we may consider intertrack interactions to
be significant. Φ(t) is the main measure of interest in this
model.

Evaluating this measure with Eqs 7, 14, 18 yields

Φ t( ) � K · 2πα · D · ρ
L

· e−2ksτ0

k2s · Γ 0, 2ksτ0( ) ·
1
T

·
f1 t, ks( ) for t≤T

f1 T, ks( ) + eksT − 1( )2
ksT

e−2ksT − e−2kst( ) for t>T

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(24)

where

f1 t′, ks( ) � 2

· lim
ϵ→0

ln
t′
ϵ( ) − Γ 0, 2kst′( ) + 2Γ 0, kst′( ) + Γ 0, 2ksϵ( ) − 2Γ 0, ksϵ( )[ ],

(25)

K = kr,inter/kr,intra is the ratio of reaction rates between intertrack and
intratrack interactions, and Γ(s, x) is defined as in Eq. 17. Table 1
summarizes all variables and their definitions.

The primary particle fluence can be expressed using Eq. 7 as.

F � N

A
(26)

� D · ρ
L

. (27)

The value of Φ(t) for t ≫ T is of interest for analyzing the final
ratio of intertrack-to-intratrack interactions after all tracks have
decayed and no more interactions can occur. This value, using Eqs
24, 27, is given by.

Φt≫T � lim
t→∞

Φ t( ) (28)

TABLE 1 Variables described in this model.

Variable Description

K Reaction rate ratio

α Track diffusion coefficient

τ0 Track minimum age

ks Track decay constant

ρ Target density

L LET

D Dose

T Exposure time

F Primary particle fluence
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� K · α · F · f2 T, ks, τ0( ), (29)
where

f2 T, ks, τ0( ) � e−2ksτ0

k2s · Γ 0, 2ksτ0( ) ·
2π
T

· f1 T, ks( ) + e−ksT − 1( )2
ksT

[ ].
(30)

2.2 Consideration of pulsed beams

UHDR beamlines are often pulsed, which contrasts with the
constant dose rate assumption of the model detailed in Section 2.1.2.
For example, linear accelerators typically deliver electrons in
microsecond-long pulses with pulse repetition frequencies, f, on
the order of 10–100 Hz. Intertrack interaction may occur within
each pulse, but may also occur between pulses if the time between
pulses is shorter than the decay of tracks, i.e., if 1/f is of the same
order of magnitude or smaller than the effective track decay constant
ks. However, as shown in Section 3.2, typically ks ≫ 1/f and it is safe
to assume that no intertrack interaction occurs between pulses. In
that case, each pulse can be considered independently of the other
pulses, and the dose per pulseDp and pulse width w become the only
relevant parameters with regards to intertrack interaction. This
concept is considered in the model by viewing each pulse as an
effectively constant-dose-rate exposure with a duration T = w and a
dose D = Dp.

2.3 Monte Carlo simulation

MC simulations were performed with the MC radiolysis toolkit
TOPAS n-Bio [21] to estimate values of the model parameters α, τ0,
and ks, which modulate the radial diffusion and the decay rate of
each track. A 1 MeV electron beam was set to impinge on the face of
a cylindrical target volume made of anoxic water. The depth and
diameter of the target volume differed for different simulations
depending on the type of analysis needed and the amount of
computational load. The beam’s average energy loss through the
water volume in all cases was negligible. The physics modules g4em-
dna was used to simulate the physical interactions of the beam with
the target, and the step-by-step chemistry module
TsEmDNAChemistryExtended was used to simulate the
production, diffusion, and interaction of resulting RS through the
end of the chemical stage (1 μs). The simulation time steps were set
as follows: 1 ps for the first 1 ns, then 10 ps until 10 ns, 100 ps until
100 ns, and 1 ns until the end of the simulation at 1 μs. Replicate
simulations were performed with different random seeds; the mean
and its standard error across these replicates is reported in the
subsequent analysis for any computed values.

Although the simulation medium was pure water, the effects of
scavenging in different target media were simulated by removing
select RS at a specified rate throughout the simulation; the resulting
reaction product was not simulated and thus did not undergo
subsequent reactions. Table 2 details these different scavenging
modes. The complete spectrum of RS and their reactions
included in the TOPAS n-Bio chemistry module were simulated;
however, only a select few RS were considered in the subsequent

analysis in order to focus the analysis on the RS deemed most
important for biological damage. These selected RS are: •OH, eaq−,
H•, and H2O2.

2.3.1 Simulation of a single particle track
To analyze the spatio-temporal evolution of a single track,

modulated by the model parameters α and τ0, the radial variance
of the first 1 μm of a simulated track in a 10 μm diameter water
volume is compared with its variance over time as predicted by the
model: 2α(t + τ0). Only the first 1 μm of the simulated track is
analyzed to avoid the effects of beam straggling deeper in the target,
which would erroneously affect the analysis of the track’s variance
due to RS diffusion.

To analyze the decay in number of RS caused by the
combination of intratrack interactions and scavenging, modulated
by the model parameter ks, the number of RS of the first 20 μs of the
simulated track in a 10 μm diameter water volume is compared with
themodel’s simplified decay term, e−kst, where ks is the effective track
decay constant.

2.3.2 Simulation of interacting particle tracks
MC simulations of multiple particles and their interacting

tracks were performed to compare with the model’s estimation
of intertrack interaction. The impinging particles were
distributed uniformly randomly across the face of the 1 μs
diameter, 1 μs deep cylindrical target volume. Other than the
stated differences, all other simulation parameters remained
equal to those in the aforementioned simulations (Section
2.3.1). Two different doses, 12 Gy and 58 Gy, were simulated
by adjusting the number of primary electrons to 393 and 1963,
respectively. The CPU times for these simulations are reported

TABLE 2 Simulated half-lives of reactive species (RS) for different scavenging
modes. The physoxic and normoxic scavenging modes represent pure water at
4% and 21% O2, respectively. The half-life τ1/2 is related to the first-order
scavenging rate k by: k · τ1/2 = ln (2). Empty values indicate no scavenging
reaction was defined for that species.

Half-life [s]

Species Physoxic [32] Normoxic [32] Cellular [33, 34]

•OH 4 × 10−9

eaq− 7.30 × 10−7 1.82 × 10−7 2 × 10−7

H• 6.93 × 10−7 1.73 × 10−7 2 × 10−7

H2O2 10–3

TABLE 3 The number of replicate simulations and the average CPU time per
replicate for different simulation modes. ‘Inter’ and Non-inter’ refer to the
interacting and non-interacting simulations respectively.

CPU time per Rep, # Reps

Dose Physoxic
Inter

Physoxic
Non-inter

Cellular
Inter

Cellular
Non-inter

12 Gy 7357 s, 60 151 s, 60 2402 s, 36 97 s, 50

58 Gy 274,667 s, 4 737 s, 10 85,182 s, 5 459 s, 10
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in Table 3. The exposure time did not vary because within
TOPAS n-Bio, all tracks arrive in the target simultaneously,
yielding an effectively infinite dose rate. These simulations were
repeated for all three scavenging modes.

Two otherwise identical simulations were performed: one in
which tracks were simulated independently of one another and thus
unable to interact, and one in which all tracks were simulated
together, such that tracks were able to chemically interact. These
simulation modes are referred to as ‘non-interacting’ and
‘interacting’, respectively. The ‘non-interacting’ simulations
represent the radiation chemistry at the low-dose-rate limit,
where interactions consist only of intratrack and scavenging
interactions. The ‘interacting’ simulations add on the effects of
intertrack interactions. The number of RS in each simulation
type was recorded over time and compared.

3 Results

An analytical model was developed that describes the spatio-
temporal distribution of RS in a particle track, the spatio-temporal
distribution of multiple particle tracks in a target as a function of
beam parameters, and the expected values of intertrack and
intratrack interaction as a function of time during and after
irradiation. The model measures the influence of intertrack
interactions with the variable Φ, which gives the ratio between
the amount of intertrack and intratrack interaction during and after
an irradiation. Φ is initially 0, but grows as intertrack interaction
begins to increase.

3.1 Model parameter dependencies

Eq. 29 demonstrates that the final value Φ approaches after an
irradiation of exposure time T, Φt≫T, depends on only two physical
beam parameters: the fluence F and the exposure time T, which

respectively yield the spatial and the temporal separation of tracks.
The fluence then depends on the dose and the LET as expressed in
Eq. 27. All other dependencies pertain to parameters specific to the
track or target: the reaction rate ratio between intertrack and
intratrack reactions K, the track diffusion constant α, the
minimum track age τ0, and the effective track decay constant ks
(which may depend on the target medium).

Φt≫T is linearly dependent on K and α, and increases with
increasing τ0 or decreasing ks. Numerical values of α and τ0 can be
easily estimated by fitting the radial variance of the model’s track to
that of MC simulations (Section 3.2). ks can be fit in a similar fashion
(Section 3.2), although it could vary widely depending on which RS
are being considered and on the scavenging capacity of the target.
Thus, results are shown for different values of ks to better understand
its effect onΦt≫T. A numerical value of K is difficult to determine, as
it effectively represents all differences in reaction dynamics between
intertrack and intratrack interactions for which the model does not
otherwise account, which likely depends on the RS considered, the
scavenging capacity of the target, and even the amount of intertrack
interaction that occurs. We thus left K as a free model parameter to
be fit to experimental data.

Focusing on the beam parameter dependencies, Φt≫T is
essentially controlled by the spatial and the temporal
concentration of tracks; an increase in either increases Φt≫T. The
spatial concentration is modulated by the fluence F, which is linearly
dependent on the dose D and inversely dependent on the LET L. A
higher LET beam requires fewer particles, and thus fewer tracks, to
achieve the same dose, resulting in less intertrack interaction. The
temporal concentration is determined solely by T; Φt≫T strictly
decreases with increasing T.

Figure 3A depicts the dependence of Φt≫T on T for a constant
dose (the dose rate is given by D/T). Φt≫T increases from 0 as the
dose rate increases but eventually reaches an asymptotic plateau at
very high dose rates. This occurs once all tracks arrive almost
instantaneously relative to their decay lifetimes. Here, the amount
of intertrack interaction is limited solely by their spatial separation

FIGURE 3
The model’s measure of intertrack interaction, Φt≫T, depends on the dose, the dose rate, the LET L, and the effective track decay constant ks. (A)
Dose rate dependence of Φt≫T and (B) isovalue curves at Φt≫T = 0.1 for different values of ks and L illustrate these dependencies. Results are shown for
different track decay constants ks (indicated by color, given in s−1) and beam LET (indicated by line style, given in keV/μm).
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and is unaffected by any further increase in dose rate. An increasing
ks delays the onset of intertrack interaction and diminishes its final
asymptotic value as tracks decay more quickly before interacting.
This plateau occurs in all cases, but is only visible in this figure for
the higher LET.

To visualize the space and time dependencies of Φt≫T

simultaneously, Figure 3B depicts the isovalue curve where
Φt≫T = 0.1 over the dose/exposure time parameter space for
different values of ks and L. The isovalue of 0.1 represents where
10% of the interactions of RS are between tracks, but notably
these results are shown only to demonstrate the beam parameter
dependencies; the precise location of the isovalue curve also
depends on the values of other model parameters (K, α, τ0,
and ks) which are determined in the following section.
Evidently, for any set of irradiation parameters, there is a
minimum dose (fluence) and a maximum exposure time
necessary to achieve a given value of intertrack interaction.
Again, as in Figure 3A, once the temporal separation is low
enough, there is no more dependency on the temporal domain
and only a dose dependency remains.

3.2 Model parameter fitting to simulations

MC simulations of a 1MeV electron track were obtained to
determine numerical values for the model parameters describing the
spatio-temporal evolution of a track, α and τ0, and the rate of decay of
the track, ks. Figure 4A depicts the radial variance of a simulated track
over time compared with the model’s prediction with the fitted model
parameters α and τ0. These results differ slightly for different scavenging
modes (see Table 4) but remain good fits to the simulation data in all
cases. The minimum track age parameter τ0 clearly improves the
model’s description of the track, especially at short time scales.

Figure 4B depicts the decay in number of RS of the simulated
track due to intratrack interactions and scavenging and
compares this decay with the decay as predicted by the

exponential decay term of the model, with different effective
decay constants ks. Even with no simulated scavenging reactions
(see the line labeled “None”), the track still decays owing to
intratrack recombination. As expected, the higher the simulated
levels of scavenging, the larger the decay and thus the larger the
corresponding value of ks. Notably, even in the cellular
scavenging mode, the track does not completely decay within
nanoseconds because several different RS are being tracked,
some of which are long-lived.

The values of ks were chosen to best match the simulated decay
at the longest simulated time of 10−6s. As the plot is depicted with a
logarithmic time scale, this long time scale value is close to what the
simulated decay converges to, despite the seemingly rapid declines
seen in the plot. Clearly, the exponential decay term underestimates
the simulated decay at short time scales, because of rapid initial
intratrack recombination, and overestimates it at longer time scales.
This is preferable, however, because the relative error of this initial
underestimation does not exceed 50% at any time point, even for the
highest scavenging levels (cellular). On the other hand, a better fit at
short time scales would result in a severe, orders of magnitude larger
overestimation of the decay at longer time scales owing to the nature
of exponential decay.

FIGURE 4
(A) Standard deviations of the radial displacements (a measure of radial track width) of select RS (

•
OH, eaq−, H

•
, H3O

+, H2O2, and O−•
2 ) of a simulated

electron track (points with standard error) under cellular scavenging conditions alongside theoretical standard deviations (dashed lines) assuming a
normal distribution (σ � ���������

2α(t + τ0)
√ ). Including the minimum track age correction τ0 (given in s) results in a better fit of the simulated track, owing to its

initial non-zero spatial variance. (B) Simulated (solid lines with shaded standard error) relative decays of these RS of an electron track caused by
intratrack and scavenging reactions for different scavenging modes (denoted by color) alongside exponential (dashed) decays with different effective
decay constants ks given in s−1. The “None” scavenging mode displays the track decay without any scavenging reactions defined, and thus is due solely to
intratrack interactions.

TABLE 4 Best fit values for different model parameters for different scavenging
modes (see Table 2) based onMC simulations of a single track (for α and τ0 and
ks) and of multiple interacting tracks (for K).

Fitted value for scavenging mode

Parameter Physoxic Normoxic Cellular

α [m2/s] 4.3 ×−9 4.2 ×−9 6.9 ×−9

τ0 [s] 2.6 ×−7 2.4 ×−7 1.2 ×−7

ks [s
−1] 7.5 ×5 1.1 ×6 3.0 ×6

K 0.003 0.002 0.001
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3.3 Model comparison to simulations of
interacting tracks

3.3.1 Simulation results
MC simulations of many interacting tracks were used for

comparison with the model’s estimation of influence of intertrack

interaction. This was repeated for two doses, 12 Gy and 58 Gy, and
all three scavenging modes. Figures 5A, B show the numbers of the
different RS of interest during a simulation where tracks were not
allowed to interact (solid lines) or allowed to interact (dotted lines).
Results are shown here only for the 58 Gy simulations and the
physoxic and cellular scavenging modes. The normoxic scavenging

FIGURE 5
Results are shown fromMC simulations of multiple tracks delivering 58 Gy to a water volume under physoxic (A,C,E) and cellular (B,D,F) scavenging
conditions. For all simulation results, the standard error across replicate simulations is denoted with either shaded regions (A,B,E,F) or error bars (C,D).
(A,B) the difference in yields of select RS over time between non-interacting tracks (solid lines) and interacting tracks (dotted lines) simulations (C,D) The
frequencies of different reactions between the two simulation types. The background scavenging that removes select RS at a specified rate (see
Table 2) is not included in this plot. Also, any reaction occurring less than 20 times during the simulation was omitted (E,F) Comparison of the simulation
results, the ratio of sums of the counts of the RS between the interacting and non-interacting tracks simulations shown in (A,B), for both simulated doses
to the model’s analogous measure. The model parameter K was used to fit the model’s results to the simulation’s with values of 0.003 and 0.001,
respectively. Although the simulations were stopped at 10−6s, the model results are shown to 10−5s to examine the value that 1− Φ finally approaches.
Values for the model parameters used in these results are listed in Table 4.
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mode results tended to lie between the physoxic and cellular results
(Supplementary Appendix SA3, Supplementary Figures S7A, B),
whereas the 12 Gy simulation showed far smaller differences
between the interacting and non-interacting simulations for all
scavenging modes.

For the physoxic scavenging mode, intertrack interactions
resulted in a decrease in the yields of •OH and eaq−, and a slight
increase in the yield of H2O2, beginning at ≈ 10−7s (Figure 5A).
Figure 5C reveals the individual reactions most responsible for these
differential yields. Intertrack depletion of •OH, and eaq− is almost
solely caused by their reaction with each other, whereas the self-
recombination of •OH, and the consumption of eaq− by H3O

+,
contribute only slightly. For the cellular scavenging mode, the quick
depletion of •OH and eaq− due to high background scavenging is
evident in Figure 5B. Here, intertrack interactions consist mostly of
the reaction of H3O

+ with OH− (Figure 5D) and are negligible with
respect to the yields of the RS of interest.

3.3.2 Comparison to model
To compare the simulation results with those of the model, the

ratio of the sums of the RS of the two simulation types shown in
Figures 5A, B are taken and depicted by the solid lines with shaded in
errors in Figures 5E, F. This ratio is a measure of the influence of
intertrack interactions; it yields the relative difference of the RS
counts caused solely by intertrack interactions. At very short time
scales, this ratio remains 1 as there is no difference between the
simulation types. At longer time scales, once intertrack interactions
begin to affect RS yields, this ratio deviates from 1. Unsurprisingly,
the higher the dose and the lower the amount of scavenging, the
larger the effect of intertrack interactions. Notably, the slight
deviation from 1 in the cellular scavenging results is almost
entirely due to the change in H3O

+ yields, as shown in
Figure 5D. Results for the normoxic scavenging mode are not
shown for brevity; as expected, they tended to fall between the
results of the cellular and physoxic scavenging modes, remaining
closer to the physoxic results (Supplementary Appendix SA3,
Supplementary Figure S7C).

This ratio is directly compared with an analogous measure from
the model, that is, 1 −Φ(t). The ratio aligns quite well with what 1 −Φ
of the model actually represents based on Eq. 23. Φ is subtracted
from 1 because intertrack interactions resulted in a net decrease in
the number of the selected RS. The final free parameter of the model,
the reaction rate ratio K, was adjusted to fit 1 − Φ to the simulation
results. The variables used to calculate Φ(t) (see Eq. 24) were: T =
10−15s, L = 0.14 keV/μm, ρ = 997 kg/m3,D was adjusted to match the
simulation dose, and K, α, τ0, and ks were adjusted depending on the
scavenging mode to the values in Table 4. The value of T was chosen
to simulate an effectively infinite dose rate since all particles arrived
simultaneously in the simulation; decreasing T to even lower values
had negligible effects on the resulting values of Φ(t).

3.4 Model extrapolation to experimental
results

3.4.1 In aqua conditions
The model output was shown to align well with MC simulation

data when fitted with the variable K = 0.001. We also performed a

similar comparison, now with experimental results of H2O2 yields
after electron irradiation of physoxic water. Kacem et al irradiated
4%O2 water with a pulsed electron beam in 3 different setups, which
we labeled A-C, and observed a decrease in the resultant G-value of
H2O2 (GH2O2)with increasing dose rate, as shown in Table 5 [35]. By
following the argument in Section 2.2, we assume that there are no
interactions between the pulses, which were delivered at 100 Hz.
Thus, the mean dose rate and number of pulses are irrelevant, and
the only parameters that matter are the dose and dose rate within the
pulse.

Φ was calculated for these pulse parameters by using the values
for model parameters α, τ0, ks, and K derived in the above sections
for physoxic scavenging conditions, and its value is compared with
the measured change inGH2O2 relative to Setup A. A 17% decrease in
GH2O2 was observed in Setup B relative to Setup A, although the
model predicts negligibly low intertrack interaction (Φ = 4.1 ×
10−3 ≪ 0.17) at Setup B.

In the case the derived values for the model parameters are off,
we examined what changes to these parameters could result in a fit to
this experimental data; i.e., Φ = 0.17. We saw that either increasing
K, increasing τ0, or decreasing ks could yield agreement between the
value of Φ and the experimentally observed changes. We are not as
interested in matching the values at Setup C because we expect Φ to
be overestimated as intertrack interaction increases, due to the
weakly-interacting tracks assumption made in Section 2.1.1.

The pulse parameters of this study can also be visualized on the
heatmap (Figure 6) introduced in the following section, which
displays Φ over the pulse parameter space for cellular scavenging
conditions. The heatmap of Φ for physoxic scavenging conditions
looks similar, but the isovalue curve is shifted slightly down towards
lower doses and to the right towards higher exposure times. The
‘corner’ of the white isovalue curve occurs in this case at 13 Gy and
2 μs for K = 0.003, and 0.3 Gy and 2 μs for K = 0.13.

3.4.2 In vivo conditions
To compare the predictions of the model with experimental in

vivo data from the literature, we used a heatmap of the value of Φ
over the dose and exposure time parameter space (Figure 6). Again,
by following the argument in Section 2.2, we can consider this to be

TABLE 5 Pulse parameters and the absolute value of the relative change in the
G-values of H2O2 relative to Setup A for different setups of electron irradiation
of physoxic water by [35]. Below these are the value of Φ for each setup
calculated with the model parameters in Table 4 for physoxic conditions.
Below that is the value for Φ for each setup when one model parameter is
changed (indicated by the parentheses) in order to match the value of Φ at
Setup B to the observed relative change in GH2O2 of 17%.

Setup A B C

Pulse Dose [Gy] 0.01 1 10

Pulse Dose Rate [Gy/s] 104 5.6 × 105 5.6 × 106

Relative Change in GH2O2 – 0.17 0.34

Φ 4.3 × 10−5 4.1 × 10−3 0.041

Φ (K = 0.13) 1.9 × 10−3 0.17 1.70

Φ (ks = 3.6 × 103 s−1) 1.7 × 10−3 0.17 1.71

Φ (τ0 = 2.6 × 10−5 s) 1.8 × 10−3 0.17 1.72
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the pulse dose and pulse width of each pulse in a pulsed electron
delivery. Results are shown using the values for model parameters α,
τ0, and ks derived in the above sections for cellular scavenging
conditions, with the notable exception ofK = 0.33, which was chosen
as it best fits these experimental data. The white and blue regions of
the heatmap indicate where the model predicts intertrack
interaction to have a ≥ 5% effect on the yields of reactive species.
The pulse parameters from in vivo electron FLASH data are
superimposed on this heatmap.

4 Discussion

The model fit well to the results of the MC simulations of interacting
tracks (Figures 5E, F), yielding values for the model’s fitting parameter K
that were between 0.001–0.003, depending on the scavenging mode.
These findings gives credence to themodel’s ability to replicate the results
of MC simulations, although the simulations themselves suffer from
limitations (discussed in detail in Section 4.2 below). In addition, because
the simulations were limited to 1 μs, it is not clear if the model fits would
remain accurate beyond 1 μs to the final value of the ratio,Φt≫T. Further
work on this topic should prioritize extending the simulation times to
providemore accurate fits at longer time scales. Regardless, assuming that
the complete model with all fitted parameters is accurate, the model
predicts that intertrack interactions are completely negligible in the
parameter space where 1) decreased H2O2 yields are observed (first
row of values ofΦ in Table 5) and 2) where the FLASH effect is observed
(dashed orange line in Figure 6). In fact, themodel predicts that doses per
pulse in excess of 90 Gy at pulse widths ≤1 μs would be necessary for
intertrack interactions to induce a consequential change in the radiation
chemistry. In that case, clearly some other mechanism must be
responsible for the observed UHDR effects.

Alternatively, one or a combination of the fitted model
parameters could be incorrect, thus yielding erroneously low

predictions of intertrack interaction. The bottom three rows of
Table 5 show how an increased reaction rate ratio K, an
increased minimum track age τ0, or a decreased track decay
constant ks could cause the model predictions to align with the
experimental data. A similar approach was taken to create the
heatmap in Figure 6, where a value of K = 0.33 was chosen as it
fits well to the experimental data. How these inaccurate fits could
have come about is explored below (Section 4.2).

4.1 Application to FLASH RT

Before discussing the limitations of the model and simulations,
we investigated the implications of the model for FLASH RT if
indeed one or more of the model’s parameters were found to be
inaccurate, and the updated parameter resulted in the model’s
predictions aligning with what is shown in the heatmap in
Figure 6. Here, the model demonstrates that induction of the
FLASH effect coincides with the regions of the parameter space
where intertrack interactions significantly affect the radiation
chemistry, the extent of which decreases with increasing
scavenging capacity. It is clear that, although the doses per pulse
vary over a large range throughout the data, the range of pulse
widths is very narrow because all presented data used linear
accelerators. Interestingly, it appears that lowering the pulse
width below ≈0.5 μs would have no benefit to increasing
intertrack interactions, as they depend solely on the dose per
pulse in this parameter space range.

The argument presented in Section 2.2 states that if the RS
created by a pulse have all been scavenged in the ≈0.01 s that
typically separate linac electron pulses, each pulse can be
considered independently of the others. Although that almost
certainly holds for the primary RS like •OH and eaq−, lingering
effects of secondary or beyond molecules could cause interpulse

FIGURE 6
Heatmap depicting the value of Φt≫T, the model’s measure of intertrack interaction, as a function of dose per pulse and pulse width. All model
parameters used reflect those of a 1 MeV electron beam in cellular scavenging conditions, except for the parameter K = 0.33 which was fitted to the
experimental electron FLASH data displayed. The isovalue curve at Φt≫T = 0.05 for K = 0.001 (from fits to MC simulations) is indicated by the orange
dashed line. The pulse parameters of electron FLASH studies from the literature that observed the FLASH effect (solid circles) or did not observe the
FLASH effect (“Xs”) are superimposed on the heatmap [3, 5, 36–40]. The conventional dose rates in most studies involved doses per pulse that were too
low to be depicted on this plot. † Both studies used the same parameters; their respective points on the plot were slightly horizontally shifted for better
visualization. * FLASH normal tissue sparing was observed only for total doses ≥30 Gy ** FLASH normal tissue sparing was observed only when the pulse
repetition frequency was above a certain value.
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effects, in aqua and in vivo. For example, the relatively stable
molecule H2O2 can interact with primary radicals of subsequent
pulses, and is certainly relevant to biological damage [41]. In that
case, the number of pulses, the time between them, and thus the
mean dose rate, would also play a role. This hypothesis is supported
by experimental data: Simmons et al. reported an induction of the
FLASH effect simply by decreasing the time between adjacent pulses
[39]. A similar idea of a two-step mechanism has also been proposed
by Blain et al. [42].

In fact, even within a single electron pulse, which has thus far
been assumed to have a constant dose rate across the ≈2 μs pulse,
there is a micro-pulse structure [26]. This structure is on the order of
30 ps pulses at 3 GHz, and may have serious implications for the fast
reactions of species like •OH. However, one must bear in mind that
the model suggests that further temporal bunching below ≈0.5 μs
(the specific value will depend on the model parameters) is
negligible; thus, the micro-pulse structure may be irrelevant.

Proton FLASH RT also raises similar concerns. Depending on the
proton source, the pulse structure of proton delivery varies widely [26],
and the potential for interpulse effects remains significant. In addition,
the commonly used scanning pencil beam method of proton delivery
presents a challenge to modeling intertrack interaction because of the
beam’s spatial inhomogeneity [43]. Regardless, even at the infinite dose
rate limit, where all protons are delivered simultaneously, the model
predicts (with the simulation-derived fit parameter K = 0.001) that
again doses upwards of 90 Gy would be necessary for low-LET protons,
which is much higher than the doses for which the FLASH effect has
been observed [44]. For higher LET protons, proportionately higher
doses would be necessary. In agreement with these simulation-derived
predictions, Thompson et al. observed negligible changes in radical
yields in Monte Carlo simulations of interacting low-LET proton tracks
at 8 Gy in pure water [31]. Again, however, the MC simulations on
which these predictions are made harbor potentially critical limitations
which are addressed in Section 4.2.

Lastly, even if intertrack interactions were significant in the
parameter space where the FLASH effect is observed, the mechanism
bywhich such interactions could cause differential sparing of normal and
tumor tissue is not obvious. One hypothesis for this mechanism is that of
reduced indirect damage due to reduced primary radical yields, like those
of •OH. Alternatively, many higher order processes have been proposed
[12, 16–18]. As for the differential effect, the higher scavenging capacity
of tumor tissue could reduce intertrack interaction [45]. None of these
proposed mechanisms indicate an effect of intertrack interactions on
direct damage, responsible for ≈ 1/3 of DNA damage for low-LET
radiation [15, 46]. Direct damagemust be taken into consideration in the
context of a sparing mechanism, but a complete mechanistic description
of how intertrack interactions could cause the FLASH effect remains out
of the scope of this work.

4.2 Simulation limitations

TheMC simulations done for comparison with the model results also
have limitations. For instance, the simulated medium is pure anoxic water.
To simulate the effects of different scavenger concentrations, affected
species were removed from the simulation at a given rate. However,
this approach ignores the products of these reactions while also ignoring
spatio-temporal inhomogeneities in the scavenger concentration, which

would surely occur owing to local scavenger depletion in andnear the track.
Research into the FLASH mechanism continues to underscore the
importance of detailed modeling of varying oxygen concentrations and
other chemical differences between normal and tumor tissue, as well as
morphological/structural differences between the tissue types [20, 47].
Another limitation of the MC simulations due to their inherently large
computational load is the total time scale, which was limited in this case to
1 μs. Figures 5E, F indicate that intertrack interactions were perhaps only
beginning to become significant at 1 μs, and carrying the simulations out to
longer time scales would be quite informative. Also, because all particles
arrive simultaneously, the effects of varying the dose rate could not be
studied and compared with the model’s predictions.

These MC simulations also ignore some potentially critical
microscopic effects of water radiolysis. Abolfath et al.
demonstrated that, for example, local temperature increases in
the core of particle tracks due to non-ionizing excitations of
water molecules may temporarily elevate diffusion constants and
reaction rates, boosting the initial radial diffusion of track RS [48].
This could be represented in the model by a significant increase in
the parameter τ0, which modulates the initial width of each track.
Also, interactions between RS like electrostatic shielding, which are
ignored by the MC simulation, may significantly affect the ability of
RS to diffuse and damage biomolecules [12].

In fact, the MC simulations quite clearly do not perfectly reflect all the
chemical dynamics of water radiolysis. Kacem et al. demonstrated that
increasing dose rates resulted in lowerGH2O2, and these findings have been
replicated elsewhere [36], also with protons [42]. This is in stark contrast to
the increase in GH2O2 observed in MC simulations of increased intertrack
interaction (Figure 5A). Figure 5C demonstrates that this simulated
increase is due to an increase in the reaction 2•OH → H2O2. In a
recent study measuring GH2O2 after UHDR proton irradiation, in
which the same trend of decreased GH2O2 was observed as in Kacem
et al., Blain et al proposed that increases in intertrack interaction caused by
UHDRs preferentially increase the reaction •OH + eaq

− → OH −, leaving
less •OH available for recombination to H2O2, and thus lower GH2O2.
Indeed, this predicted increase in •OH + eaq

− is strongly supported by the
MC results (Figure 5C), but seems to not occur to the extent necessary to
reduce •OH recombination. Moreover, the reaction H2O2 + eaq → OH−

+•OH may be relevant, especially in interpulse interaction considerations,
as it occurred in consequential amounts in the MC simulations and
increased due to intertrack interactions. Discrepancies between the MC
simulations and experimental results could be partly explained by the MC
simulations’ ignoring the products of oxygen-related reactions, such as the
hydroperoxyl radical formed in part by H• + O2 → HO•

2, which reacts
readilywithH• again to formH2O2, or can reactwith

•OHor eaq−. Clearly,
the interdependent nature of these reactions may cause unexpected results
when one part of the system is ignored or misrepresented.

4.3 Model outlook

In order to address the concerns of interpulse interactions, the
pulse structure of proton beamlines, and the micro-pulse structure
of electron linacs, the model could be adjusted relatively easily to
describe pulsed beams by adjustment of Eq. 4. The model could also
be edited to describe spatially inhomogeneous beams, such as in
scanning pencil beams or even spatially fractionated radiation
therapy. However, this would require significant reworking of the
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model’s foundations as the assumption of a homogeneous and
isotropic radiation field significantly simplifies the model.

Currently, the model does not differentiate between different
RS in a track, and instead applies effective reaction and decay
constants for all different RS. This was done as a first order
approximation of track interaction, without considering the
different types of possible reactions and their respective rates.
In order to better describe the reactions of the different RS that
make up a track, the model could be bifurcated into a two-
compartment model, one which describes the initial fast reaction
of primary RS, and one which tracks the accumulation and
interpulse interaction of longer lived RS. Alternatively, the
model could track each RS individually, each with its own
diffusion and reaction constants, and sum over the total
amount of measured interaction.

Such an approach could also be used to model downstream
reaction products, such as organic peroxides formed by primary
radical reactions with cellular macromolecules. These longer lived
RS, in combination with other important environmental reagents
like oxygen, may play a vital role in the dose rate dependent chemical
dynamics that are neglected by the current model.

5 Conclusion

An analytical model was developed that describes the spatio-
temporal distribution, diffusive evolution, and chemical
interaction of RS in particle tracks in an irradiated target with
different scavenging capacities. The model measures the expected
relative change in the radiation chemistry due to intertrack
interactions with the parameter Φ. Φ increases with increasing
spatial concentration of tracks, either by increasing the dose or
decreasing the LET. Φ also increases with increasing temporal
concentrations of tracks, but below a certain exposure time
(which depends on the decay rate of the tracks), further
decreases in the exposure time have no effect.

The model parameters describing the diffusive broadening of each
track, as well as those describing the track’s decay due to intratrack and
scavenging reactions, were fit to MC simulations of electron tracks.
Significant reductions in •OH and eaq− yields due to the simulated
intertrack interactions were observed by 1 μs at 58 Gy in physoxic and
normoxic water, but not in cellular scavenging conditions or at 12 Gy
for any scavenging conditions. Themodel fit well to this simulation data
with values of the model’s fitting parameter K between 0.001 and 0.003,
depending on the scavenging conditions.With these values of the fitting
parameter, the model predicts that doses upwards of 90 Gy delivered
within 0.5 μs for cellular scavenging conditions, or 13 Gy delivered
within 2 μs for physoxic water, are necessary for consequential
intertrack interaction.

Multiple limitations of the simulations were presented which, if
rectified, could potentially lead to much higher model predictions of
intertrack interactions. In this case, intertrack interaction could
coincide with the observed FLASH effect in the dose and
exposure time parameter space. However, extensive follow up
analysis would be necessary to verify such claims. Additionally, a
complete mechanism for how intertrack interactions could result in
a differential sparing effect between normal and tumor tissue
remains to be elucidated.

The analysis in this work assumes pulses in a typical pulsed
electron delivery from a linac can be considered independently, and
thus the only important beam parameters are the pulse dose and
pulse width, as all relevant RS decay in the typical times between
pulses (≈10 ms). However, evidence in support of a two-step
mechanism is discussed in which the initial fast reaction
dynamics of primary radicals and the following, slower reaction
dynamics of secondary molecules are considered separately. This
consideration indicates the possibility of interpulse interactions in
pulsed electron beam deliveries, whereby more beam parameters
such as the pulse repetition frequency and the number of pulses
would become important.
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